
Name: _________________________

Roll a story
Roll a single die three times to choose the elements of your story.  Record 
your results at the bottom of the page and then write your  own original 

story on a separate piece of paper.

Character Setting Problem or 
Conflict

A sleepy clown A spring day
Chased by a swarm 

of bees

A zookeeper In a forest
Accidentally drank 

magic potion

you A rainy day
Got caught in a 
thunderstorm

A farmer
A leprechaun’s 

house
Couldn’t find the end 

of the rainbow

A friendly giant Your house
Followed by a 

hungry crocodile

Two unicorns A fairy garden
Got lost in a magical 

forest
.

Character:

Setting:

Conflict:



Written by: _________________________





Name: ____________________

My Story
See if you can use all the words below to write a silly story.  

Underline the words in your story and then illustrate a picture.

magician toad neighbor flower

bunny sunshine chocolate wind





Name: _______________________

vocabulary

grumble

specific

concentrate

satisfied

persuade

similar

1. Draw it.
2. Use it as an alliteration.
3. Write it as a sentence.
4. Write the definition.
5. Write the synonym and antonym.
6. Your choice.practice

Roll the dice, write the number  and follow the directions for the given number.



Name: _______________________

vocabulary
1. Draw it.
2. Use it as an alliteration.
3. Write it as a sentence.
4. Write the definition.
5. Write the synonym and antonym.
6. Your choice.practice

Fill in the first column with vocabulary words.  Roll the dice, write the number in 
the second column  and follow the directions for the given number.



Fix the Sentence
Re-write the sentences to fix the mistakes. 

1. my favorite thing to do is ride my bike

2. i met a leprechaun named alex he has red hair

3. i live in a green house on chestnut drive

4.  we celebrate earth day and st patricks day in march

5. my aunt betty is visiting us from virgnia

Name: _________________________

6.  how many days do you have off from school



Silly Sentences
Write a silly sentence using the words below.

leprechaun, orange juice 

sunshine, grizzly bear

puppy, rainbow 

ice cream, windy

house, sidewalk 

Name: ____________________



Book Review: _________________________
Questions: Predictions:

My Book summary:

Before I read the book:

After I read the book:

Rate this book! 

title


